Preparation Techniques in Conservative Dentistry
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PREPARATION:
Removal of tooth structure for healing purposes
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Grip Types

FG - Friction Grip
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Contra Angle Grip
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- Bur Types
  - Materials

- Diamond
- Tungsten Carbide
- Steel
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Bur Types - Shape

- Spherical
- Tapered
- Fissure
- Needle
- Pear Shape
- Rugby
CLASSIFICATION OF CAVITIES
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Root surface caries
PREPARATION TECHNIQUES

★ conventional - macroretention
PREPARATION TECHNIQUES

★ modified conventional - macro és microretention
PREPARATION TECHNIQUES

★ minimal invasive - microretention
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PREPARATION IN ENDODONTICS
OPENING OF THE PULP CHAMBER (TREPANATION)
ACCESS CAVITY PREPARATION
ENDODONTIC BURS